INSTALLATION
INSTRUCTIONS 101
Please read thoroughly before proceeding with your installation.

*Before you start, make sure you have a template to follow. If you used our cup calculator, you should
have the alphabet instruction sheet: you can find the template at: www.putincups.com/templates
*Only custom designs will have custom templates.

1. SPACE OUT YOUR DESIGN
You have complete control of where you want to start, center, or end your design during your installation.
1. As shown below, if you know where you want to start, begin with the outline of your design and work
your way to the right.
Make sure you follow your template and count the spaces from top to bottom; checking
the space for your lower hanging letters.

2. If you know where you want to center your design, begin here and work your way left and right,
completing the outline as shown on your template.
3. If you know where you want the design to end, begin here and work your way to the left, completing
your outline as shown on your template.

2. COMPLETE YOUR OUTLINE AND START TO FILL
We recommend completing the outline of your design before you begin the fill.
As shown below, when you finish your outline completely, work your way inward to complete the fill.
In this case, white, then yellow and lastly, the red fill.

3. ALL DONE!

INTALLING WITH A BIG GROUP?
We recommend the following to stay organized, and complete your install correctly.
* Designate a team leader (or two) to decide on the spacing (#1 Above), and complete the outline (#2 Above)
* Additional volunteers can help to complete the fill - which will also help with time.

QUESTIONS? CALL OR EMAIL - 800.506.7891 | INFO@PUTINCUPS.COM

INSTALLATION
TIPS AND FACTS

Please read thoroughly before proceeding with your installation.

HOW TO INSTALL THE CUPS

The cups insert directly into the link, simply push them in. Each cup has four locking tabs that interlock
with each other, so you can install the cup in any direction.

WHICH SIDE OF THE CUP SHOULD BE THE VIEWING SIDE?
Put-In-Cups look great from both sides! You can install the cups from either side of the fence. Our
recommendation is to install the concaved side (with the monkey logo) facing the public. This way you
insert the cup easily, and you do not have to follow a reversed template.
If it is safer to install from inside the fence, then install the cups using your reversed template.

INSTALLING CUPS OVER FENCE POLES
If there is a link over the pole, you are still able to insert the cup to complete your design.
If fence is NOT TIED to the pole; pull the fence away from the pole and push the cup into the link.
If fence IS TIED; place one tab of the cup under the wire, and push the cup into the link.

Some fences may require more attention, due to age and wear/tear from lawn equipment. Safely use pliers to
open the diamonds and adjust your fence as needed. Put-In-Cups will fit into bent or misshaped fences.

MAKING CUPS VANDAL-PROOF

Put-In-Cups will not come out of the fence unless taken out (with some pulling and tugging). If you wish to
make them vandal-proof, you can use Hog Ring Pliers and C-Staples to crimp staples as shown below. This
will lock the cups into place. Pliers and Staples can be found in any local hardware store.

RECOMMENDED TOOLS
You don't need any tools to complete your install. However, you can use string-knit gloves with a latexcoated palm/fingerprints for larger installs to keep your hands nicked from the fence.
** Put-In-Cups become more flexible with warmer temperatures. If you are installing during the winter, lay
out the sleeves on a sunny day/warmer area ahead of time to make cups more flexible and easier to install.

QUESTIONS? CALL OR EMAIL - 800.506.7891 | INFO@PUTINCUPS.COM

